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ABSTRACT

The fast paced world of Formula One depends on data to make
quick decisions that could mean the difference in becoming world
champion or falling of the podium. Personalized visualizations can
be the helping hand in showing the data in an appropriate way to be
able to make those decisions faster and easier. As personalized visu-
alizations are an upcoming field, this paper contributes by creating
a concept idea of a graphical user interface that distinguishes three
target groups within a Formula One team; the driver, the data analyst
and the team principal. Each have their own assets that make them
valuable to the team and unique as a user. With this paper a model
could be created that implements those differences and adapts the
visualizations to the correct user group. So you have a better shot at
becoming, Formula One world champion.

Index Terms: Personalized visualization, Formula One racing,
Dash, GUI, Python

1 INTRODUCTION

Visualizations hold a lot of information, especially in the data driven
field of racing. A Formula One team depends on data to make the
correct decisions regarding set-up, strategy and driver choices in-
stantly. For example, data about speed on different types of tyres is
used to determine which tyre is best to start the race on. But during
the race decisions need to be made about which tyres to switch to,
these decisions need to be made in milliseconds. Nevertheless, not
every team member is interested in the same data. An engineer of
one driver might not be interested in the data of the other driver,
while the data specialist would want to compare the two. Therefore,
it is useful to have an interactive system that shows the people the
data and the graphics they need to fulfill their respective function.
The challenge of this project will be, how to distinguish between
the different roles and adapt the visualizations to their respective
needs. This is the main challenge as not many of these personalized
systems already exist and none are focused on this specific field. The
focus of this project will be on three different team members; the
driver, the data analyst and the team principal. (How many people
work in an f1 team?, 2020) Another challenge will be determining
the specific needs of these different target groups.
”... user interests, intent, and visualization preferences are likely to
be fundamentally different, yet vitally important.” (Qian et al., 2021,
p.1) This is the basis of personalized visualization. Visualizations
are only useful if they appeal to the target audience. Showing a
difficult plot to a toddler is almost as useless as showing a very
simple plot to a data scientist. Thus, this field of research is crucial
to get the right information across to the audience.
The field of Formula One racing was chosen as the main focus, in
the first place because of personal interest in sports, and Formula
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One in particular. Secondly, Formula One is very open about the use
of data. Every race weekend, the commentators but also the teams
stun the audience with great visualizations and complex strategies
created with all the data they gathered during practise sessions and
on the simulator. Even though teams are hesitant to share their own
data, they don’t want to make the competition wiser than they al-
ready are, a great deal of information can be found on the internet
although it be a lot simpler data. Data about race wins, pit stops and
penalties are all up for grabs as everybody has been able to see it on
TV already. This interest combined with the ability to easily obtain
and use all this data lead to the decision to focus on this field for this
project.
As stated before, there is an abundance of data to work with. How-
ever, this is mostly rather simple data; championship points, number
of pit stops, and lap times. Therefor, the focus will be on more
simple visualizations such as bar charts or line plots. Another reason
for this choice is the lack of experts to check the research. There
are no visualization experts or actual Formula One team members
within reach to test or ask about the tool, thus the choice was made
to keep it easy to give other people the chance to test and give their
honest and valuable opinion.
At first the plan was to build a working Graphic User Interface
(GUI) using a rule based model with plain rules. A minimum viable
product was created but didn’t meet the standards in terms of per-
sonalized visualizations, there was too much set in stone for it to be
personalized. So, a new plan was thought out and because of a lack
of time only a concept was made for the end product. In this concept
an idea is introduced on how to automatically create personalized
visualizations.
This paper is set up in the following way; in section 2 the research
questions leading this paper will be discussed. Section 3 is about pre-
vious research done on this topic including research on personalized
visualizations on its own and on Formula One data specifically. All
the details on how and why the research was done and what the tar-
get audience entails is discussed in section 4. Furthermore, section
5 describes the data that has been used and how the different graphs
were created. Visual design, section 6, explains the choices made
regarding the GUI and the following concept design. The results
of the evaluation will be given in section 7. Some methods used
require a bit more explanation and the results need to be discussed,
this is done in section 8. Lastly, section 9 draws a conclusion and
recaps what has been done in this paper and what could be done in
the future to improve the results.

2 RESEARCH QUESTION

The following research questions and sub questions are leading in
this process of building a GUI, and later on a concept, with a rule
based model that presents and adapts personalized visualizations
based on the user. The goal of this research is to build a tool that is
effective in differentiating between the different target groups and
automatically adapting the visualizations shown accordingly. The
tool is supposed to learn to separate the multiple users and adapt the
graphs to the needs of those users.



• How can a rule based model in combination with a visualiza-
tion tool best distinguish different types of users?

• What is the optimal model threshold setting for showing extra
(or less) detail to a user?

– What differentiates the different users?

– How can those differences be translated in a model?

3 RELATED WORK

People react slower and less accurate when presented with informa-
tion that contains either too much or too little detail. (Oscar, Mejı́a,
Metoyer, & Hooker, 2017) In a high velocity field like Formula
One racing every second and millimeter counts so determining the
amount of detail an individual needs is crucial. This can be done by
using different view operations which hide or highlight parts that
the user needs or does not. (Reichert, Kolb, Bobrik, & Bauer, 2012)
Highlighting different parts of screen is a very effective way to direct
the persons attention to that part. However, the system by Reichert
et all (2012) makes it possible for the viewer themselves to build
a personalized visualization, whereas the focus for this paper is on
systems that make the visualizations personalized for the reader. An
example of what could be interesting for a user to see is, for a driver
it could be motivational to see a different driver going faster and the
differences in their driving that lead to that. This example shows
how visualizations could be used for personal learning outcomes as
they can motivate and encourage users. (Hsiao et al., 2012)
Currently, there are studies that have focused on personalized visual-
ization but they are sparse. Moreover, Oscar et al (2017) have shown
the need for personalized visualization but have not yet proven how
to accommodate that need. A similar situation is presented in the
book by Ottley (2020), they go even a step further by presenting a
way in which the user interaction can be detected and studied but
as they say themselves ”This work is a first step in learning about
users live from their interactions... but an adaptive system could test
the feasibility of applying this type of results in real time.” (p.62) so
a lot of work is still to be done. In terms of tracking the user inter-
actions there are a few options; mouse clicks, mouse movements,
the time between the mouse movements and clicks, and the speed of
the mouse movements. Of course, there are far more complicated
things to track such as eye movements but it is harder for a system
to do that and adapt itself, so the focus for this study will be on the
mouse interactions. The paper that comes the closest in terms of
what this paper is trying to achieve is the one of Qian et al (2021)
even though it is not focused on the niche market of Formula One.
They created a framework that recommends visualizations based
on past visualization interactions such as viewing, clicking on or
creating a plot. It also adapts the next visualizations based on the
graphs the previous interactions were with. The models that were
used in this project could also be used in specific markets like this
one after being retrained on the specific user needs and datasets in
this field.
There is a paper that uses Formula One data in visualizations, Spenke
& Beilken (2003) uses a tool by the name of InfoZoom to answer
questions about the data. By clicking on buttons and text within
this tool, different features of the data are highlighted to enable the
answering of the questions. The tool shows database relations in a ta-
ble format. A nice tool for displaying the data but not automatically
personalized unfortunately.

4 METHODOLOGY

To answer the research questions and their sub questions first data
has been found to start creating the visuals. Also, more literature
research was done to better understand the research field and how in-
teractive visualizations and GUI’s work. Next the data and acquired
knowledge have been used to create a GUI. The different user groups

are described below, answering the sub question on how they can be
differentiated. The data has been transformed into graphs using the
different types of data, creating visuals that can be used for different
purposes by different people. Within this set-up different model
variables are tested to create personalized visual patterns. Different
patterns are set up to belong to specific target groups, to translate
the user differences into the model. The plan was to use simple rule
based models first, for example a click on a specific plot means show
more detail of that plot. After the first rules are implemented they
need to be evaluated. This can be done by letting multiple people
work with the GUI, keeping in mind that they represent a certain
role. If the target group clicks on the plot that is designed for them
and they are satisfied with the following plot then the intentions were
right. This way it can be tested if the right visuals show up for the
intended group. Along the way this proved not to be personalized
enough. Also, it should be assessed if the research questions are
answered. Then, depending on the outcomes of the different analy-
ses, the process of designing and testing different model paths starts
again. In this way the model is updated along the way, keeping the
goals in mind and evaluating between every iteration to see what the
optimal set-up is. This evaluation is done by interviewing different
people while guiding them through the dashboard. Because of the
current situation around covid-19 doing a user study is challenging
as it is hard to show the dashboard through online resources and
study people’s interaction therefor the decision was made to keep
the group small and personal. This unfortunately lead to the fact
that the group is not very diverse in demographics; five out of six
being men and two thirds being over sixty years old. Because of
these issues no hard conclusions can be drawn from this evaluation
but it is still used as advisory information and the comments made
are taken into account. Furthermore, everyone in the user study was
assumed to have the same basic knowledge of Formula One racing,
the information they received beforehand was the same as well as
the questions. The only difference was the role; driver, data analyst
or team principal, they had to keep in mind when answering the
questions. The questions and their answers are described in section
7.
The GUI is build using Dash because it is an easy framework to
use with real time updates following from user interactions. (Plotly,
2017) User interactions will be tracked in the form of clicks. After
clicking on a certain plot the user will be directed to another. In this
way a specific user will be led into a sort of tunnel of information
that is assumed to be of use to them. Of course, there is always the
possibility of coming back to the homepage to be able to see other
things.
After building this dashboard and evaluating it, it was deemed not
personalized enough. Due to lack of time, the decision was made
not to rebuild a whole dashboard but simply a concept of one. In
terms of looks not much would change, the main difference is the
way in which the user groups will be recognised by the system. The
dashboard should be able to track the user’s mouse movements and
clicks. Below per user group will be described what kinds of user
interaction would be assumed to be typical for that group and how
that would result in different visualizations.

4.1 User groups

Only three different target groups are studied to answer the posed
questions. This is to keep the project manageable in the first stage
and adding target groups is always possible in the future. The chosen
subjects are; the driver, the data analyst and the team principal.
These groups are chosen because they make up a great deal of a
Formula One team. Furthermore they have different goals, want to
see different types of visualizations and they need to see different
data.



4.1.1 Driver
Even though Formula One racing is often described as a team sport;
one of the most, if not the most, important part of the team are the
drivers. Without them no races are won, no points are gained and
thus no money comes in. The drivers are assumed to have a fair
amount of knowledge of the car and the data that results from driving
it. They benefit from seeing specific data of their own driving so they
can see what works for them and how they can improve themselves.
For example, lap times over a race can show them how the car
performs with different tyre types on full fuel in race conditions
(Figure 1).
They want to analyse their own data thoroughly but in between
practises there is not a lot of time so they need to move to the right
plot quickly. Therefor, it is assumed that drivers do not click a lot
on the dashboard but do move their mouse quickly to the things they
want to see.

Figure 1: Lap times over a race

4.1.2 Data analyst
The data analyst of the team is the most specialised in reading
and understanding the data. They are assumed to be capable of
understanding all types of data and interpret them. Furthermore,
they are able to compare data of different drivers and point out
where one performed better than the other as well as make strategic
decisions for the team. For example, comparing track positions over
a race can improve strategic decisions regarding pit stops and tyre
choices (Figure 2).
As the data analyst is the most at home in the data they know what
they are looking for, so they know where to click and what to do.
Therefor, the assumption is made that they move their mouse quickly,
maybe even quicker than the drivers. Also the assumption is made
that they make a lot of clicks as they are interested in multiple
factors.

4.1.3 Team principal
Every Formula One racing team is led by a team principal. Ulti-
mately they decide what happens within the team. They are assumed
to have a bit of knowledge of the data but not as in depth as the
drivers and the data analyst. As they are the team lead they are most
interested in how the team is performing in comparison to the other
teams and how they can improve the team’s result. For example, they
might be interested in how their team is doing in terms of overall
wins compared to other teams (Figure 3).
The team principal is assumed not to be as used to working with the
data as the other two groups are, so they take their time moving the

Figure 2: Grid positions in a race

mouse to what seems interesting. In terms of clicks it is assumed
that they only click a couple of times or at least there is a lot of time
in between their clicks.

Figure 3: Total wins per team

4.1.4 Comparison

To answer the sub question ”What differentiates the different users?”,
they are compared. Firstly, their assumed knowledge of data differs.
Sorting them from least to most knowledge: the team principal,
the driver and the data analyst. Secondly, their interests regarding
different types of data are different. A driver might not be interested
in how the team is doing in comparison to other teams, they care
about their own performance and progress. Similarly, the team
principal is not interested in specific sector times of one driver, they
want to see the bigger picture. This shows that the types of data they
are interested in and the level of detail they want and can understand
differentiates the multiple users.
In terms of clicks and mouse movements the users can be separated
by amount of clicks and the speed with which they move their mouse.
The driver and team principal are assumed to make a small amount
of clicks, the driver because they need to make fast decisions and
know what they want to see. The team principal for opposite reasons,
they do not know what they can expect with the exception that if
they do click multiple times it is with a lot of time in between as



they study what they click first. So, the data analyst is the only user
to be assumed to make a lot of clicks initially as they want to see
as much of the data as possible. Then looking at mouse movement
speed, the driver and data analyst know where to go so they move
their mouses quickly across the dashboard while the team principal
again takes time.

5 DATA & ANALYSIS

The data used consists of multiple datasets found on Kaggle.
(Kaggle: Your Machine Learning and Data Science Community,
n.d.) These datasets are all open for public use so there is no issue
downloading and storing them, the only personal information they
contain are the names and birth dates of the drivers. This does not
pose an issue as it is open data that is already well known to the
world. These datasets contain different variables regarding circuits,
drivers, teams, results and timestamps. Using these different types
of data creates opportunities to give insights useful to multiple users.
For example, the team principal would want to compare how their
team is doing in comparison to other teams in terms of results.
The driver is more interested in how they are doing themselves
in specific sectors and on similar circuits. The data analyst can
compare the in-depth data of the two drivers to get the most out of
the team. In this way the different roles within a team are interested
in different parts of the data and contrasting levels of detail. The
main dataset that is used contains data about the Formula One
world championships from 1950 up to and including the latest
(2021) season. (Rao, 2020) It consists of 13 tables with in total 75
different variables. The dataset has variables that are not of use
for this particular case such as; URL links to different driver and
circuit pages and latitude and longitude coordinates of the circuits.
Therefor these are filtered out. To create the multiple graphs,
different tables of the dataset are combined using the same variables
present in multiple tables (Figure 8). The tables concerning the
same subject are combined; constructor, constructorResults and
constructorStandings. As well as; lapTimes and drivers. With the
multiple combinations, the graphs used in the GUI have been created.

6 VISUAL DESIGN

The GUI consists of a main dashboard including three figures (Fig-
ure 4). These figures differ in their intended audience, figure 3, top
one on the page, is designed to inform the team principal of the
wins of their team compared to other teams. Figure 2, in the middle,
compares grid positions of 2 rival drivers, a source of information to
the data analyst. The third figure, number 1, is supposed to inform
the respective driver of their own lap times. Due to these different
target groups, depending on what plot is clicked a next one appears.
What plot appears depends on the targeted group with the initial
plot.
In creating this concept idea to make the dashboard more person-
alized, the same layout with the three plots is used simply because
the different groups are interested in different things. The difference
will be in the way in which the next plots are shown. The first user
tests showed that not every user group would click on the graph that
was thought to be of interest to them. So instead of only depending
on what plot they click also the speed of the mouse movements and
the amount of clicks will be taken into account. The next change will
be in how the next plots are shown. Instead of having a pop up of
the next plot, a new page will be loaded with more plots depending
on the different measured factors. Still the most important variable
that is taken into account is the first plot they clicked on followed
by how fast and how many times they click on the next plots. This
adapts the visualizations that are shown.

Figure 4: GUI dashboard

6.1 Team principal

Figure 3 contains the total wins per team over the years 1950 up to
and including 2021. When a specific team is clicked another plot
appears, for example figure 5 appears when Red Bull is clicked.
This new graph shows the wins per year and on what track they are
achieved by hovering over the bars.
For the team principal they are not only expected to be interested
in the first plot as they might be interested in the lap times as well.
However, they are assumed to move the mouse at a slower speed
and only click a couple of times on the exact plot they want to see.
So after slowly clicking the initial plot, a next page would load with
more interesting plots for them.

Figure 5: Click first plot on Red Bull



6.2 Data analyst
When a user clicks on plot 2, a more detailed graph appears contain-
ing the time it took to race a lap over a whole race for 2 rival drivers
(Figure 6).
The data analysts in the user study indeed all clicked on the second
plot but for them also speed and clicks should be taken into account.
As assumed they move their mouses rather quickly as they know
what to click on and in the next pages they click on loads of different
things as they are interested in multiple factors.

Figure 6: Laptimes over a race

6.3 Driver
The last plot (1) showing the lap times leads to a graph that shows
the best sector times, figure 7. Each Formula One track is divided
into three sectors. If the three separate best sector times together are
faster than the fastest lap of that driver, it means that there is room
left for improvement.
The drivers met the expectations in the small user study as well. Still
the other variables weigh in, in the decision on how the next page
with visualizations is going to look. Assuming their mouse speed
is quicker than that of the team principal but not as fast as the data
scientist’s. The clicks they perform are expected not to be of a high
quantity on the plots that are of the most interest to them. So the
next page that shows up, assuming the driver is the user, contains
multiple plots of that specific driver’s statistics and other interests.

Figure 7: Best sector times

7 RESULTS

Within this GUI three paths are created for the three different user
groups. These paths are created manually as there was too little
time to build and train a machine learning model. Different people

were asked to portray a certain user group. They were informed on
what role they fulfilled and what the purpose is of that user within a
Formula One team. The questions that were asked and the answers
that were given are stated below.

7.1 User study
• Question 1: A dashboard is being created on which the dif-

ferent team members can see all kinds of data and statistics
regarding the races and the car. What do you want to see on
such a dashboard, in terms of data?

– Driver 1: I would mostly like to see my own speed and
performance, but also the comparison to other drivers
to see if they are faster in certain sectors, high- and low
speed corners.

– Driver 2: Your own performance with respect to your
rivals, to see where you can improve. How the engine
is working and how it reacts to your driving style, the
same for the tyres and the steering wheel. To see if your
reaction capacity is good enough.

– Data analyst 1: I would want to see the lap and sector
times, so you can see who is faster where. Maybe add
how hard they brake and if they brake earlier to see if
that can improve.

– Data analyst 2: I would like to compare races, see the
weather forecast and how it affects tyres. Compare how
other teams perform on different tracks.

– Team principal 1: What I would like to see is grid posi-
tions, championship results and how the team is doing.
What the best pit stop strategy is and how to get an
advantage out of that.

– Team principal 2: Top speed, if everything about the car
works as it should and how the competition is doing.

• Question 2: What do you think of this dashboard?

– Driver 1: It is a clear overview.

– Driver 2: At first you only see your own lap times and
no comparison. Maybe a comparison with last year so
you see your own improvements would be good.

– Data analyst 1: Not really impressive, just three plots
below one another.

– Data analyst 2: It is hard to understand the first plot,
others are good.

– Team principal 1: It could use more color to highlight
the differences. Needs a larger font. Would be nice to
immediately see the differences between driver times.

– Team principal 2: Looks good, clear.

• Question 3: Which plot would you click on first?

– Driver 1: Figure 1

– Driver 2: Figure 1 as that is the most relevant for me.

– Data analyst 1: Figure 2

– Data analyst 2: Figure 2

– Team principal 1: Figure 1

– Team principal 2: Figure 3



• Question 4: What do you think of the plot that follows?

– Driver 1: There are very small differences between the
two drivers and they are hard to see, except when you
look at the actual numbers you see the difference. So
they should be put into perspective, by changing the
range of the axis for example.

– Driver 2: Good to see the difference between you and
your rival, so you can see where there is room for im-
provement.

– Data analyst 1: Very clear, you see exactly the times per
lap.

– Data analyst 2: It makes you look at the outliers first
and then at which points the difference is very small and
why. So that is very good.

– Team principal 1: (After clicking Mercedes in the first
plot). Nice for the books but we don’t live in the past so
not necessary. Lap times are more important to me than
wins.

– Team principal 2: (After clicking Mercedes in the first
plot). Very clear, important for the team principal to see
at what circuits they performed well.

• Question 5: Any other comments?

– Driver 1: It would be nice to see at which point in the
round the difference is made between drivers. So at what
corner one performs better than the other.

– Driver 2: You should make it easier to see in one quick
look if you are faster than your opponents and where
exactly on track.

– Data analyst 1: No.

– Data analyst 2: Nice that there are lines in this plot
(figure 6) to make it easier to compare. Also good that it
gives more information when you hover.

– Team principal 1: It would be nice to have all the drivers
of the top four teams in one graph. Very busy but as it
depends on small differences, you can draw conclusions
fast.

– Team principal 2: No, it all looks good.

8 DISCUSSION

After first building a dashboard with three different paths for the dif-
ferent target groups and then letting some users test it, the decision
was made to go in a slightly different direction. The answers that
were given in the user study contributed to the concept idea that was
created afterwards.
For the driver the choice was made to show their lap times and
best sector times, because the assumption was made that drivers are
mostly interested in their own race. After the user study it became
clear that drivers are indeed mostly interested in their own results but
also appreciate the comparison to other teams and drivers especially
seeing where on the track they gain the most. So for the concept it
is important that the driver group gets to see more comparisons and
a clear overview of the speed in all places on the track.
The data analyst got to see the grid positions of two drivers over
a whole race and the lap times of those two drivers over the same
race. This was done because the data analyst is expected to compare
the two drivers in a team and explain the differences. Overall the
data analysts were satisfied with the plots they got to see but they
wanted more detail. In the concept more detail needs to be shown in
terms of specific times in every stage of the lap, more information
on braking and the weather forecast. These details could not have

been implemented in this dashboard as the necessary information
was not present in the dataset currently used.
Up next, the team principal had the total wins of all the teams over
the seasons and the wins per season per track to their disposal. The
reason for this choice was the assumption that the team principal is
most interested in how the team is performing overall in terms of
wins and scoring points. This group needed the most adjustments
after the user study, the team principals want to see more detail of
the championship results and more information on how the driver
is doing in terms of speed and pit stops. One disagreed with the
showing of the team wins per circuit in the past as they were deemed
nice for the books but not important. Still this should be kept in as
the data from the past might be important in the future. Sure the cars
change but a lot can be learned from the knowledge at which type of
circuits the car performed well and the other way around.
To answer the first research question ”How can a rule based model
in combination with a visualization tool best distinguish different
types of users?” the rules described in the concept idea are kept
in mind. At this moment the best way to distinguish the users is
through what plot they click on, how fast they move the mouse and
how many times they click. Of course these rules need to be tested
and perfected but for now this seems the best way.
The second research question ”What is the optimal model threshold
setting for showing extra (or less) detail to a user?” cannot be fully
answered right now. In the concept it is described which user groups
are assumed to move their mouses slow or fast but the exact thresh-
old settings need to be determined after extensive testing for which
the capacity is lacking right now.
”What differentiates the different users?”, sub question one, is an-
swered extensively in section 4.1.4. The user groups are in the
concept idea separated by the aforementioned variables and their
interests.
Finally, the last sub question needs to be answered ”How can those
differences be translated in a model?”. For now a rule based model
on the different variables would help in the gathering of more data.
After, to really get the niche differences it would be good to train a
machine learning model as that might uncover differences that have
not been spotted before.

9 CONCLUSION

To conclude, a concept has been created to implement a model into
a graphic user interface that is able to separate three different target
groups of a Formula One team; the driver, the data analyst and the
team principal. Each of these target groups can be distinguished
using the plots in which they are interested, the speed they move
their mouse and the amount of times they click on the screen. To
set an optimal threshold for such a model, more research and testing
is needed on a larger scale. Due to the current situation and time
restrictions only a limited user study was conducted, this was not
optimal but still gave some useful insights.

9.1 Future work
In the future, more research needs to be done amongst specialists on
the topic of Formula One racing and data, a lot of decisions right
now are based on assumptions as there is little knowledge on what
these people actually want. Moreover, better rule based models or
even machine learning models could be trained to better adjust the
visualizations to the target groups. When a good model is in place,
the target groups could even be extended to include more types of
team members.
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Figure 8: Scheme of the dataset
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